
Ruler, Fraction and Decimal Study Guide

1        2         3        4        5        6
On the ruler above, each fraction line are assigned colors to differentiate between the

measurement lines.  1/16th of an inch are the color red , 1/8th of an inch are in green,
1/4th of an inch are in blue and 1/2ths of an inch and inch marks are in black .

While the colored marks are not shown on a ruler or scale, they are colored like this on
the study guide to help you.

Example = 5
16" is a red line, while 2 6

16" would be simplified to 23
8" which is a green line

NOTE: MUST ALWAY SIMPLIFY  a fractions to the lowest possible number.

CONVERT FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS AND DECIMALS TO FRACTIONS
Fraction and Decimals go hand in hand in Mechanical Drawing.  You need to know  the
decimal equivalent of a fraction.  The easiest way to remember the value on fractions to

decimal s and vice versa is as follows:
1 = 1 1

2 = .5 1
4 = .25 1

8 = .125 1
16 = .0625

All of the numbers above are half of the number to the left of it.
Using these numbers with a little adding or subtracting, any fraction can be converted to a

decimal in your head.

Ex. = 5
16" is a combination of 1

4" (or .25) and 1
16" (or .0625) which means 5

16" is .3125
         7

16" is 1
16"(or .0625) less than 1

2" (or .5) which means that 7
16" is .4375

         13
16" is a combination of 1

2" (or .5) and 1
4" (or .25) and 1

16" (or .0625) which equals .8125

ADDING, SUBTRACTING, MULTIPLY AND DIVIDING FRACTIONS
When you are adding and/or subtracting fractions, the first thing that has to happen is the
denominator has to be the same number then you will add or subtract the top numbers.
 Ex. 1

4 + 1
16 + 18 = ?? would change to 4

16 + 1
16 + 2

16 = 7
16

                  11
16 - 14 = ??  would change to 11

16 - 4
16 = 7

16
When you are multiplying two fractions together, the top two numbers are multiplied
together and the bottom two numbers are multiplied together.  If one of the multiplied
numbers happens to be a whole number, then turn it into a fraction by putting it over 1.
 Ex. 3

4  X  12 = 38     
3
8 X 4 would become 38 X 41 = 12

8  which would be simplified to 11
2

When you are dividing two fractions, the easiest way is to flip the second fraction and then
multiple the two fractions.  If one of the numbers being divide is a whole number, then turn it
into a fraction like you did when multiplying and then flip it.
 Ex.   3

4 / 
1
2 = ?? would go to 3

4 X 21 = 64 which would be simplified to 1 1
2

11
16 / 4 = ?? would go to 11

16 X 14 = 11
64

 23
8"

5
16"


